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Abstract. Concurrent constraint programming is a simple but powerful frame-
work for computation based on four basic computational ideas:concurrency(mul-
tiple agents are simultaneously active),communication(they interact via the mono-
tonic accumulation of constraints on shared variables),coordination (the pres-
ence or absence of information can guard evolution of an agent), andlocalization
(each agent has access to only a finite, though dynamically varying, number of
variables, and can create new variables on the fly). Unlike other foundational
models of concurrency such as CCS, CSP, Petri nets and the�-calculus, such
flexibility is already made available within the context ofdeterminatecomputa-
tion. This allows the development of a rich and tractable theory of concurrent
processes within the context of which additional computational notion such as
indeterminacy, reactivity, instantaneous interrupts and continuous (dense-time)
autonomous evolution have been developed.
We survey the development of some of these extensions and the relationships
between their semantic models.

1 Introduction

Concurrent Constraint Programming (CCP) arose as a generalization of work in data-
flow and concurrent logic programming languages. The central idea is to view pro-
cesses as independent agents communicating by imposing constraints on shared vari-
ables. Constraints are taken to be pieces of partial information — theyconstrainthe
values that variables can take rather than, as in imperative languages,fixing the value.

The importance of the idea of constraint-based communication for computation lies
in the methodology ofcompositional computingthat it enables. Hitherto, the only prin-
cipled method for the construction of large computational systems has beendecom-
position or modularization. The system is broken into smaller pieces, with interface
variables serving as the boundary between computation internal to the module and ex-
ternal computation. In many settings it is desirable to have areusablecollection of such
modules — therefore it becomes necessary to construct rather general components that
capture some interesting set of aspects of the behavior, and then allow for several ways
in which such components can be combined to achieve a range of desired functionality.
For instance, when modeling a circuit one may desire to have models for components
(voltage and current sources, resistors, wires, lamps) constructed independent of their
context of use (the no-function-in-structure principle of [dKB85]). For this to work,
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it must be possible for the internal structure of the component to represent the effect
of all the possible networks that it may be placed in. One desires modularity, and yet
sensitivityto the environment.

Constraint-based communication offers one such means for achieving the desired
flexibility. A componentp(X;Y; Z) may share an interface (X) with another compo-
nentq(X;A) and a different interface (Y; Z) with yet anotherr(Y; Z;B). The influence
p may have withq (via X) is symmetric: the constraints imposed by bothp andq on
X are jointly visible to bothp andq (and to other agents with access toX , i.e. shar-
ing this unit of interface). Furthermore constraints areadditive: the constraintsc that
p may impose onX could combine with the constraintsd thatq may impose onX to
enable the presence of another constrainte which is not separately entailed by either
c or d. This allows a component to havenon-localinfluences on other components:p

may impose a constraint onY which could combine with a constraint imposed byr on
(Y;B) that could affect another components that sharesB. In this way a component
may have an affect on other components with which it is not connected directly and
with which it even does not share any interface. Further, constraints supportdynamic
interfaces(c.f. “mobility” in the �-calculus): asp evolves it may introduce another in-
terface variableT which may be communicated via its previous interface to a new com-
ponent thus establishing a new interface. Similarly, shared interface variables may be
dropped. Finally, such concurrent communication between components isdeterminate
andtiming-independent(“Church -Rosser”) — what matters is notwhena constraint is
added to the shared store, but that it is.

These ideas have led to the development of several concrete modeling/programming
notations e.g.cc(FD)[HSD92], Oz [SHW94], and notations in model-based computing
(see http://www.parc.xerox.com/mbc). Underlying them, over the last several years we
have developed mathematical models for programming combinators involved. The pur-
pose of this review is to collect together in one place and summarize the basic develop-
ment of these models.

In outline, the basic ideas are as follows. Communication in CCP is based on a
generic, parametric notion of first-order pieces of partial information: first-order be-
cause the constraints involvevariablesover some underlying domain of discourse, par-
tial because constraints do not necessarily completely determine the values that vari-
ables take. The development of the control constructs within CCP proceeds uniformly,
given a particular choice of a constraint system. The basic paradigm is formalized by
means of the language ofdeterminate CCP:

P ::= a Tell the constrainta to the store.
j if a thenP If a can be deduced from the store, reduce toP .
j newX in P Introduce a new variableX in P .
j P; P Run in parallel.

In this setup, recursive procedure calls with parameters can also be supported. Deno-
tations of program are taken to be the “fixed points” of the program: those stores in
which the program can run to quiescence without adding any more information. Thus
the denotations are sets of constraints with certain properties.

Reactivecomputation is introduced by means of the notion that a program may
interact with its environment in a sequence of discrete time steps [SJG94a]. At each



time step, a determinatecc program is executed to quiescence. Two new concepts are
introduced:

P ::= henceP RunP at every step from the next instant.
j if a else nextP Unlessa can be deduced from the store,

reduce toP at the next instant.

Recursion is now allowed to happen only across time instants. Denotations are taken to
be sets of sequences of constraints with certain properties.

Instantaneous interruptscannot be supported in the above model of concurrent
computation: one can only detect theabsenceof information, or negative information,
at the current instant and act on it at thenextinstant. Supporting the detection of neg-
ative information instantaneously requires extending the untimed languagecc, since
cc itself does not allow the detection of such unstable information — any information
detected by acc program is never invalidated, something which is not true of negative
information. We did this by addingdefaults, which allow us to detect stable negative
information:

P ::= if a elseP Unlessa can be deduced from the store, reduce toP .

Introducing defaults poses the problem of non-monotonicity: a constraint that could
be produced in the presence ofa may not be produced in the presence of additional
informationa ^ b. Nevertheless we showed [SJG] that a remarkably simple model was
possible for this language that took a process to be a set ofpairsof constraints.

ExtendingDefault cc over discrete time provides a framework for reactive comput-
ing that supports instantaneous interrupts.

In order to model physical systems, it becomes necessary to extend these ideas to al-
low for continuously varying agents. This is done by extending the notion of a constraint
system to acontinuous constraint system: essentially this allows for the specification of
constraints (such as those involving differential equations) which vary continuously
over (real) time. No new constructs are needed – just the interpretation of time has to be
taken now to be the reals rather than the integers. Denotations now become functions
from the non-negative reals toDefault cc observations, similar to theTimed Default
cc observations which were functions from natural numbers toDefault cc observations.

The embeddings between these languages are summarized in Figure 1. Note that
we have systematically ignored the dimension of indeterminacy (e.g. guarded nonde-
terministic choice). This leads to an orthogonal development of all these ideas, which
is outside the scope of this paper.

2 The cc languages

We will first give brief accounts of the various languages mentioned in Figure 1. For
detailed information, we refer the reader to the appropriate papers.
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Fig. 1.The relations between thecc languages.

2.1 Constraint Systems.

All cc languages are built generically over constraint systems [Sar92, SRP91]. A con-
straint systemD is a system of partial information, consisting of a set of primitive
constraints (first-order formulas) ortokensD, closed under conjunction and existential
quantification, and an inference relation (logical entailment), denoted by`, that re-
lates tokens to tokens. We usea; b; : : : to range over tokens. Logical entailment induces
through symmetric closure the logical equivalence relation,�.

Definition 1. A constraint systemis a structurehD;`;Var; f9X j X 2 Vargi such
that:

1. D is closed under conjunction(^); `� D �D satisfies:
(a) a ` a

(b) a ` a0 anda0 ^ a00 ` b implies thata ^ a00 ` b

(c) a ^ b ` a anda ^ b ` b

(d) a ` b1 anda ` b2 implies thata ` b1 ^ b2.
2. Var is an infinite set ofvariables, such that for each variableX 2 Var, 9X : D !

D is an operation satisfying usual laws on existentials:
(a) a ` 9Xa
(b) 9X(a ^ 9Xb) � 9Xa ^ 9Xb

(c) 9X9Y a � 9Y 9Xa

(d) a ` b implies that9Xa ` 9Xb.
3. ` is decidable.

The last condition is necessary to have an effective operational semantics.
A constraintis an entailment closed subset ofD. The set of constraints, writtenjDj,

ordered by inclusion(�), forms a complete algebraic lattice with least upper bounds



induced by^, least elementtrue = fa j 8b 2 D: b ` ag and greatest element
false = D. Reverse inclusion is written�. 9;` lift to operations on constraints. Ex-
amples of such systems are the system Herbrand (underlying logic programming), FD
[HSD92], andGentzen [SJG94b].

Example 1.The Herbrand constraint system.LetL be a first-order languageL with
equality. The tokens of the constraint system are the atomic propositions. Entailment is
specified by Clark’s Equality Theory, which include the usual entailment relations that
one expects from equality. Thus, for example,f(X;Y ) = f(A; g(B;C)) must entail
X = A andY = g(B;C).

Example 2.The FD constraint system.Variables are assumed to range over finite do-
mains. In addition to tokens representing equality of variables, there are tokens that that
restrict the range of a variable to some finite set.

Example 3.The Gentzen constraint system.For real-time computation we have
found the simple constraint system(G) to be very useful.Gentzen provides the very
simple level of functionality that is needed to represent signals,e.g.as in ESTERELand
LUSTRE. The primitive tokensai of Gentzen are atomic propositionsX;Y; Z : : :.
These can be thought of as signals in a computing framework. The entailment relation
is trivial, i.e.a1 ^ : : : ^ an `G a iff a = ai for somei. Finally 9X (a1 ^ : : : ^ an) =
b1 ^ : : : ^ bn wherebi = ai if ai 6= X andbi = true otherwise.

In the rest of this paper we will assume that we are working in some constraint
systemhD;`;Var; f9X j X 2 Vargi. We will let a; b : : : range overD. We use
u; v; w : : : to range over constraints.

2.2 Concurrent constraint programming

The model for determinatecc [SRP91] is based on observing for each agentA those
storesu in which it is quiescent, that is those storesu in which executingA does not
result in the generation of any more information. Define the predicateA#u (read: “A
converges onu” or “A quiesces onu”). The intended interpretation is:Awhen executed
in u does not produce any information that is not entailed byu. We then have the evident
axioms for the combinators:

Tell The only inputs on whicha can converge are those that already contain the infor-
mation ina:

a 2 u
a #u

Ask The first corresponds to the case in which the ask is not answered, and the second
in which it is:

a 62 u
(if a thenA) #u

A #
u

(if a thenA) #u

Parallel Composition To converge onu, both components must converge onu:

A1 #
u A2 #

u

(A1; A2) #
u



Hiding Information about the variableX is local toA.

A #
v
9X :u = 9X :v

(newX in A) #u

Note that these axioms for the relation are “compositional”: whether an agent con-
verges onu is determined by some conditions involving whether its sub-agents converge
onu. This suggests taking the denotation of an agentA to be the set of allu such that
A #

u — thus the denotation of an agent is the set of all its quiescent stores. Because of
the axioms above, the denotation is compositional.

Conversely, we would like to obtain the sets of observations which can be the deno-
tations of agents. Such a set should have the property that above every (input) tokena,
there is a unique minimal element (the output) in the denotation. We can say this gen-
erally by requiring that the sets of constraints representing denotations be closed under
glbs of arbitrary non-empty subsets.

The following definitions are evident —

[[a]] = fu 2 jDj j a 2 ug

[[if a thenB]] = fu 2 jDj j a 2 u) u 2 [[B]]g
[[A;B]] = [[A]] \ [[B]]

[[newX in A]] = fu 2 jDj j 9v 2 [[A]]; 9Xu = 9Xvg

Recursion is handled via least fixed points on the domain of processes ordered by re-
verse inclusion.

The output of a processZ on a given inputi is the leasto in Z that is abovei.

Z(i) = fo 2 jDj j o 2 Z;8j 2 Z; j � i) j � og

The determinacy ofcc is reflected in the fact thatZ(i) is always a singleton set.

2.3 TheTimed cc programming language.

Our first extension ofcc for specifying reactive systems wasTimed cc [SJG94a]. The
necessity for this arose from the fact thatcc does not allow the detection of negative
information,i.e. the absence of information. However, this information is frequently
needed in a reactive system — we often want to take some action because a certain
event did not occur within a certain time.

Timed cc arises from combiningcc with work on the synchronous languages
([BG92], [HCP91], [GBGlM91], [Har87], [CLM91]). These languages are based on
the hypothesis of Perfect Synchrony:Program combinators are determinate primitives
that respond instantaneously to input signals. At any instant the presenceandthe ab-
sence of signals can be detected.In synchronous languages, physical time has the same
status as any other external event,i.e. time is multiform. So combination of programs
with different notions of time is allowed. Programs that operate only on “signals” can
be compiled into finite state automata with simple transitions. Thus, the single step exe-
cution time of the program is bounded and makes the synchrony assumption realizable
in practice.



Integratingcc with synchronous languages yieldsTimed cc: at each time step the
computation executed is acc program. Computation progresses in cycles: input a con-
straint from the environment, compute to quiescence, generating the constraint to be
output at this time instant, and the program to be executed at subsequent time instants.
There is no relation between the store at one time instant and the next — constraints
that persist, if any, must explicitly be part of the program to execute at subsequent time
instants.

The addition of time allows the detection of negative information as follows — if
a has not happened at timet, we can take action based on that information at time
t + 1, since no further information could contradict the fact thata was not true at time
t. Thus time-steps naturally allow us to detect and act upon such negative information.
The syntax ofTimed cc is built as follows:

P ::= a j P; P j if a thenP j newX in P j if a else nextP j henceP

The cc combinators behave as before. The agentif a else nextP , when executed at
time t, checks ifa becomes true at timet. If it does, then nothing happens, otherwiseP

is set up to execute at the next time instant.henceP executes a copy ofP at each time
stepafter the time step at which it was activated.

Notation. Let s; s0 be sequences over some domainDom, and letd be an element of
the domain.s � s0 denotes sequence concatenation.d can be considered a one element
sequence for this purpose. Given a set of sequencesZ, we useZ after s to denote the
set of sequencesfs0 j s � s0 2 Zg, andZ(0) to befu 2 Dom j 9s: u � s 2 Zg. jsj
denotes the length ofs. si denotes the prefix ofs of lengthi, while s(i) denotes the
i’th element.9Xs is the strings0, wheres0(k) = 9Xs(k), for all k < jsj. � denotes the
empty sequence.

Model for Timed cc. Execution of aTimed cc program can be seen as a sequence
of executions ofcc programs. Thus an observation is a sequence of quiescent stores of
each of these programs. So observations are finite sequences of constraints, and the set
of all observations is denotedTccObs. A processZ is a set of observations satisfying
the following conditions:

– �, the empty sequence, is inZ.

– If s 2 Z, then every prefix ofs is also inZ.

– For everys 2 Z, the set(Z after s)(0) is acc process.

The last condition is due to the fact that we have acc process at each step, so after any
sequence of interactions with the environment, we have acc process left to execute, to
determine the result of the next interaction.

The definitions of the combinators are as expected:



T [[a]] = f�g [ fu � s 2 TccObs j a 2 ug

T [[if a thenB]] = f�g [ fu � s 2 TccObs j a 2 u) u � s 2 T [[B]]g
T [[A;B]] = T [[A]] \ T [[B]]

T [[newX in A]] = fs 2 TccObs j 9s0 2 T [[A]]; 9Xs = 9Xs
0;

8i < jsj:s(i) 2 newX in (T [[A]] after s0i�1)(0)g
T [[if a else nextB]] = f�g [ fu � s 2 TccObs j a 62 u) s 2 T [[B]]g

T [[henceA]] = f�g [ fu � s 2 TccObs j 8s1; s2: [s = s1 � s2 ) s2 2 T [[A]]]g

Note that we did not need to add recursion explicitly to the language, as the construct
henceA enables us to define guarded parameterless recursion.

The output of aTimed cc processZ on a sequence of inputsi is a sequenceo with
jij = joj ando(k) 2 ((Z after ok�1)(0))(i(k)).

2.4 Default cc

While the extension ofcc to Timed cc allowed us to detect negative information, there
was still an asymmetry between positive and negative information — negative infor-
mation could not be acted upon until the next time instant. This is not acceptable in
several situations, since the delays could cascade, rendering the model useless. So it is
necessary to detect negative information immediately, and this requires extending the
basic monotonic model ofcc.

The fundamental move we now make is to allow the expression ofdefaults, af-
ter [Rei80]. We allow agents of the formif a elseA, which intuitively mean thatin the
absence ofinformationa, reduce toA. Note however thatA may itself cause further in-
formation to be added to the store; and indeed, several other agents may simultaneously
be active and adding more information to the store. Therefore requiring that informa-
tion a be absent amounts to making anassumptionabout the future evolution of the
system: not only does it not entaila now, but also it will not entaila in the future. Such
a demand on “stability” of negative information is inescapable if we want a computa-
tional framework that does not produce results dependent on vagaries of the differences
in speeds of processors executing the program. We call the resulting languageDefault
cc [SJG].

The critical question in building a model forDefault cc then is: how should the
notion of observation be extended? Intuitively, the answer seems obvious: observe for
each agentA those storesu in which they are quiescent,given the guessv about the
final result, since once the negative information is detected with respect to the final
result, it cannot be voided. Note that the guessv must always be stronger thanu — it
must contain at least the information on whichA is being tested for quiescence.

We define a predicateA #
u
v

(read as: “A converges onu under the guessv”). We
then have the evident axioms for the primitive combinators:

Tell The information about the guessv is not needed:

a 2 u

a #uv



Positive Ask The first two rules cover the case in which the ask is not answered, and
the third the case in which it is:

a 62 v
(if a thenA) #u

v

a 62 u;A #
v
v

(if a thenA) #u
v

A #
u
v

(if a thenA) #u
v

Parallel Composition Note that a guessv for A1; A2 is propagated down as the guess
for A1 andA2:

A1 #
u
v
A2 #

u
v

(A1; A2) #
u
v

Negative Ask In the first case, the default is disabled, and in the second it can fire:

a 2 v
(if a elseA) #u

v

A #
u
v

(if a elseA) #u
v

Hiding Hiding becomes considerably more complicated in this model, we refer the
reader to [SJG] for details.

Again, note that these axioms for the relation are “compositional”: whether an agent
converges on(u; v) is determined by some conditions involving whether its sub-agents
converge on(u; v). This suggests taking the denotation of an agentA to be the set of
all (u; v) such thatA #

u
v
; because of the axioms above, the denotation is compositional.

Formally, we define observations as a pair of constraints(u; v), whereu � v. The
intended interpretation is:(u; v) is an observation ofA if when the guessv is used to
resolve defaults, then executingA in u does not produce any information not entailed
by u, and executingA in v does not produce any information not entailed byv.

DefineDObs d
= f(u; v) 2 jDj � jDj j v � ug. A processZ is a collection of

observations that satisfies the following conditions:

1. Guess convergence —(v; v) 2 Z if (u; v) 2 Z: We will only make those guesses
v under which a process can actually quiesce,i.e. executing the process inv does
not produce any information not entailed byv.

2. Local determinacy — the idea is that once a guess is made, every process behaves
like a cc agent. Thus, for eachv such that(v; v) 2 Z, the setfu 2 jDj j (u; v) 2
Zg is acc process.

The denotational definitions now follow from the model given above.

D[[a]]
d
= f(u; v) 2 DObs j a 2 ug

D[[if a thenA]]
d
= f(u; v) 2 DObs j a 2 v ) (v; v) 2 D[[A]];

a 2 u) (u; v) 2 D[[A]]g

D[[if a elseA]]
d
= f(u; v) 2 DObs j a 62 v ) (u; v) 2 D[[A]]g

D[[A;B]]
d
= D[[A]] \ D[[B]]

For the formal definition of hiding, we refer the reader to [SJG]. Recursion is modeled
by least fixed points on the domain of processes ordered by reverse inclusion, however
we will considerDefault cc without recursion. Here are some examples illustrating
some denotations.



Example 4.
D[[if a elsea]] =

�
(u; v) 2 DObs j a 2 v

	
This is an example of a default theory which does not have any extensions ([Rei80]).
However, it does provide some information, it says that the quiescent points must be
greater thana, and it is necessary to keep this information to get a compositional seman-
tics. It is different fromif b elseb, whereas in default logic and synchronous languages
both these agents are considered the same,i.e.meaningless, and are thrown away.

Example 5.

D[[if a then b; if a elseb]] =�
(u; v) 2 DObs j b 2 v; ((a 62 v) _ (a 2 u))) b 2 u

	
This agent is “almost” like “ifa then b elseb”, and illustrates the basic difference
between positive and negative information. In most semantics, one would expect it to
be identical to the agentb. However,if a elseb is not the same asif :a then b, in
the second case some agent must explicitly write:a in the store, but in the first case
merely the fact that no agent can writea is sufficient to triggerb. This difference is
demonstrated by running bothb andif a then b; if a elseb in parallel withif b then a —
(b; if b thena) producesatb ontrue, while if a then b; if a elseb; if b then a produces
no output.

The output of aDefault cc processZ on inputi is some resting pointo, such that
there is no stopping point betweeni ando. Thus

Z(i) = fo 2 jDj j (o; o) 2 Z;8(j; o) 2 Z; j � i) j � og

Note that the i/o relation may not be monotone, for example(D[[if a elseb]])(true ) =
fbg, while (D[[if a elseb]])(a) = fag. Note also thatDefault cc programs can have no
outputs or multiple outputs on an input. For exampleif a elsea has no output ontrue ,
while botha andb are possible outputs ofif a elseb; if b elsea on true . Default cc
programs which have unique outputs for all inputs are calleddeterminate. In [SJG], we
describe an algorithm for determinacy detection.

2.5 Timed Default cc

Default cc can be extended to yield a timed language just ascc was extended toTimed
cc. At each time step, aDefault cc program is executed to determine the output on
the given input, then the program for the next step is set up, and the system becomes
dormant until the next step is triggered by an input from the environment. Thus we get a
reactive programming language in the family of synchronous programming languages
([BB91]), calledTimed Default cc [SJG].

We need to add one more combinator toDefault cc, henceA, which executes a
new copy ofA at each step after the current one.

Just asTimed cc observations were finite sequences ofcc observations, similarly
Timed Default cc observations are finite sequences ofDefault cc observations. How-
ever notice from the input-output relation ofDefault cc that onlyDefault cc observa-
tions of the form(v; v) can be seen as the result of an execution. Since at any time step



the previous time steps are completed, their observations must be of the form(v; v). So
a Timed Default cc observation is a sequence ofDefault cc observations in which all
elements but the last must be of the form(v; v). The definition of a process remains the
same asTimed cc, with cc changed toDefault cc.

The denotational definitions of processes are as before, we repeat them here for
completeness.

P [[a]] = f�g [ f(u; v) � s 2 TDObs j a 2 ug

P [[if a thenB]] = f�g [ f(u; v) � s 2 TDObs j a 2 u) (u; v) � s 2 P [[B]]
a 2 v ) (v; v) 2 P [[B]]g

P [[A;B]] = P [[A]] \ P [[B]]
P [[if a elseB]] = f�g [ f(u; v) � s 2 TDObs j a 62 v ) (u; v) � s 2 P [[B]]g
P [[henceA]] = f�g [ f(u; v) � s 2 TDObs j 8s1; s2: s = s1 � s2 ) s2 2 P [[A]]g

The definition of hiding is similar to the definition inTimed cc, we refer the reader to
[SJG] for details.

The input output relation is similar to that forTimed cc— the output of aTimed
Default cc processZ on a sequence of inputsi = hi0; i1; : : : ini is a sequenceo =
ho0; o1; : : : oni, whereok 2 ((Z after o0k�1)(0))(ik), whereo0(k) = (ok; ok) for all
k < joj.

We demonstrate the expressiveness ofTimed Default cc by defining a few combi-
nators in terms of the basic ones given above.

Example 6.We can define thenextA combinator to start a copy ofA at the next time
instant, in terms ofhenceA —

nextA = newstop in hence[if stop elseA; hencestop]

Thus ifnextA is called at time 1, then from time 2 onwardsif stop elseA is executed.
At time 2, nostop is generated (as it is local andhencestop does not start generating
it till time 3), soA is started. From 3 onwards,stop is generated. Thus the net effect is
the execution of a copy ofA at time 2.

Example 7.A useful variant ofhenceA is alwaysA d
= A; henceA, it simply starts a

new copy ofA every time, instead of from the next time instant.

Example 8.Parameterless guarded recursion can also be defined usinghence. Consider
aTimed Default cc program as a set of declarationsg :: A along with an agent. (Hereg
names a parameterless procedure.) These declarations can be replaced by the construct
always if g thenA. The names of the agentsg can now occur in the program, and will
be treated as simple propositional constraints. Note that only one call of an agent may
be made at one time instant.

Example 9.Another useful combinator isfirst a do B, which starts the processB at
the first time instant thata becomes true. It can be defined as

first a doB = newstop in always [ if stop else ifa thenB
if a then hencestop]



This program keeps on executingif a then A, unless it receives the signalstop . The
stop is produced in all instants aftera is true. Note the fact that this definition is
identical to the definition for the continuous languageHybrid cc [GJS], this will also
be the case for the other definitions given below.

Example 10.The agenttime A on a denotes a process whose notion of time is the
occurrence of the tokensa — A evolves only at the time instants at which the store
entailsa. This is definable as follows:

Given a tokena and a sequences 2 TDObs, define the subsequence ofs in which
a 2 �1(s(i)) assa. Formally, this subsequence is defined by induction on the length as
follows:

�a = �

(s � (u; v))a =

�
sa � (u; v); if a 2 u

sa; otherwise

Now defineP [[time A on a]] d
=
�
s 2 TDObs j sa 2 P [[A]]

	
.

This combinator satisfies the following equational laws, which can be used to re-
move its occurrences from any program.

time b on a = first a then b
time (if b thenB) on a = first a then if b then timeB on a
time (if b elseB) on a = first a then if b else timeB on a

time (A;B) on a = (time A on a); (time B on a)
time newx in A on a = newx in time A on a; (x not free ina)
time (henceB) on a = first a do [hence(if a then timeB on a)]

time A on a can be used to construct various other combinators that manipulate the
notion of time ticks being fed to a process. The general schema is to time the processA

on some signalgo . Now another process is set up to generatego whenever one wants
A to proceed. The next few examples illustrate this.

Example 11.do A watching a is an interrupt primitive related tostrong abortionin
ESTEREL ([Ber93]). do A watching a behaves likeA until a time instant whena is
entailed; whena is entailedA is killed instantaneously. Usingtime this is definable as:

doA watching a = newstop; go in [ time A on go;

first a do alwaysstop;
always if stop elsego]

Example 12.There is a related weak abortion construct ([Ber93]) —do A trap a be-
haves likeA until a time instant whena is entailed; whena is entailedA is killed from
thenexttime instant. It can be defined as

do A trap a = newstop; go in [ time A on go;

first a do hencestop;
always if stop elsego]

Note that the signalstop is generated from the time instantaftera is seen.



Example 13.The Suspension-Activation primitive,SaAb(A), is a preemption primitive
that is a variant ofsuspensionin ESTEREL ([Ber93]).SaAb(A) behaves likeA until a
time instant whena is entailed; whena is entailedA is suspended immediately (hence
the Sa). A is reactivated in the time instant whenb is entailed (hence theAb). The
familiar (control� Z; fg) is a construct in this vein. This can be expressed as:

SaAb(A) = newstop; go in [ time A on go;

always if stop elsego;
first a do do (alwaysstop) watching b]

2.6 Hybrid cc

Timed Default cc was obtained by extendingDefault cc across the natural num-
bers. Similarly, extendingDefault cc across the real numbers yieldsHybrid cc [GJS,
GJSB95, GJS96].Hybrid cc is intended to be a language for describing hybrid systems,
which are systems that can evolve discretely as well as continuously [BG90, NSY92,
MMP92, GNRR93].

We model hybrid systems that evolve in a piecewise continuous manner. Thus a
run of a hybrid system consists of an alternating sequence of points and open intervals
— open intervals of continuous evolution connected by points of discrete change where
discontinuities can occur. The “extension” ofDefault cc over continuous time proceeds
in two stages. First, we introduce the notion of acontinuousconstraint system — a real-
time extension of constraint systems — to describe the continuous evolution of system
trajectories alluded to above. Next, theDefault cc model of processes is extended over
continuous time to describeHybrid cc processes.

Continuous constraint systems(ccs) are described in detail in [GJS]. Informally,
continuous constraint systems are obtained by incorporating intuitions from real analy-
sis into constraint systems. Intuitively, continuous constraint systems express the infor-
mation content of initial value problems in integration. Continuous constraint systems
support an integration operation,

R
r
init(a)^cont(b)3, which determines the effect at

time r of b holding continuously in the interval(0; r), if a held at time0. For example,R
7
init(x = 3) ^ cont(dot(x) = 4) ` x = 31. [GJS] describes a set of axioms for

continuous constraint systems — these include intuitive properties of integration such
as the monotonicity and continuity of integration, and some computability axioms to
enable finite description and implementation. A continuous evolution of the ccs is a
function from some prefix of the reals tojDj, such that9a:8r > 0:f(r) =

R
r
a.

Example 14.A trivial continuous constraint system can be described as follows: Let
hD;`D;Var; f9X j X 2 Vargi be a constraint system. Define the trivial ccs on it
via the integration operations

R
r
init(a) ^ cont(b) = b; r > 0. The forr > 0 this

the integral is independent of the initial conditions, so it does not allow any contin-
uously varying temporal evolution. All continuous evolutions of the ccs are constant
over(0;1). We will use it later to embedTimed Default cc in Hybrid cc.

3 cont and init may be thought of as labels which distinguish the constraints which hold
continuously from those which hold at the initial points.



Example 15.The simplest non-trivial ccs is defined on a constraint systemhD;`D
; ;; ;i, whereD contains tokens of the formdot(x;m) = r, which is intended to mean
that them’th derivative ofx is r. The inference relation is defined to conform to this
intuition. Now we can define the integration relation to mean usual integration — note
that the continuous evolutions of this ccs are all polynomial functions of one variable.
No existential quantification is allowed for computability reasons.

Now, we are ready to describe informally whatHybrid cc observations should be.
First, note that we intend the execution at every time instant to be modeled by the exe-
cution inDefault cc. So, we choose observations to be functions with domain a prefix
of the non-negative reals and rangeDefault cc observations4. Secondly, every func-
tion f satisfiespiecewise continuity— i.e. for any point in the interior of its domain,
both components of the behavior off on some open interval to the right arise from
continuous evolutions of the ccs. For such a function, we can partition its domain into
a (possibly infinite) alternating sequence of points and open intervals, calledphases
of the observation — the point phases indicate discontinuities and the open interval
phases are continuous behaviors of the ccs. Finally, as inTimed Default cc, we in-
tend the functions to satisfy observability —i.e. the computation in any phase but the
last is a completedDefault cc computation. We useHObs for the set ofHybrid cc
observations.

Processes are sets of observations that satisfy similar conditions as inTimed cc—
the empty observation is in every process, and all processes are prefix closed. In addi-
tion, if every proper prefix of an observation is in a process, then the observation must
be in the process. Finally we wish to be able to executeDefault cc programs in each
phase, so as before the processafter any observation must form aDefault cc process.
These definitions are stated precisely in [GJS].

The only new combinator we need to add to the set ofDefault cc combinators is
againhenceA, which executes a new copy ofA at every real time point in theopen
interval starting at the time it was called. The denotational definitions are similar to
Timed Default cc. We use�1(z) and�2(z) to denote the first and second components
of a pairz.

H[[a]] = f�g [ ff 2 HObs j a 2 �1(f(0))g
H[[if a thenB]] = f�g [ ff 2 HObs j a 2 �1(f(0))) f 2 H[[B]]

a 2 �2(f(0))) (�2(f(0)); �2(f(0))) 2 H[[B]]g
H[[A;B]] = H[[A]] \ H[[B]]

H[[if a elseB]] = f�g [ ff 2 HObs j a 62 �2(f(0))) f 2 H[[B]]g

H[[henceA]] = f�g [ ff 2 HObs j 8t > 0; f n[t;1) 2 H[[A]]g

wheref n[t;1)(r) = f(t+r); 0 � r. Again, we omit the definition of hiding. Guarded
parameterless recursion can again be coded usinghence. The input-output relation for
a process on a piecewise continuous input trace is defined as forTimed Default cc.

Combinators. The hybrid analogs of the defined combinators given above can be
defined inHybrid cc also. In fact, none of the definitions change. For details, see [GJS].
4 Contrast this against the observations ofTimed Default cc, which were functions from a prefix

of the natural numbers toDefault cc observations.



3 The relationships between the languages

As pointed out in the introduction, the languages given above are successively more
general. We will now give the embeddings that establish the partial order shown in
Figure 1. Note that while we have omitted the definition of hiding in some of the above
languages, all the embeddings hold for programs with hiding also.

3.1 Embeddingcc in Default cc

cc embeds conservatively inDefault cc. The embedding ofcc into Default cc is imme-
diate, sinceDefault cc is a strictly larger language. Denotationally, given acc process
Q, theDefault cc process corresponding to it is given byf(u; v) 2 DObs j u; v 2 Qg.

The partial converse exploits a characterization of a large class of “monotone”De-
fault cc processes — intuitively, this class captures the processes that do not exploit the
ability to detect negative information. For any determinateDefault cc processP , the
input output relationP (i) is the graph of a monotone function, ifP satisfies:

1. If (u; v) 2 P then(u; u) 2 P .
2. If (u; v) 2 P; (v0; v0) 2 P; v0 � v then(u; v0) 2 P .

Note that the embedding of anycc process satisfies both the properties given above,
and thus is monotone. For aDefault cc processP satisfying the conditions of the above
lemma, the fixed point set of the correspondingcc process is justfu j (u; u) 2 Pg.

Furthermore, all the definitions ofDefault cc (including hiding) for thecc combi-
nators also commute with this embedding, so if we take the embedding first and then
use theDefault cc definitions, we get the same results as using thecc definitions and
then embedding inDefault cc.

3.2 Embeddingcc in Timed cc

Timed cc allows a different embedding ofcc. This embedding exploits the time struc-
ture ofTimed cc to reveal some of the operational structure of thecc program.

We can definefirst a then nextA as

newstop in always if a then [if stop else nextA; hencestop]

The embedding is as follows:

E(a) = a; hencea
E(if a thenA) = first a then nextE(A)

E(A;B) = E(A); E(B)
E(newX in A) = newX in E(A)

Recursive calls can be spread across time by addingnext before them —nextA =
first true then nextA. An interesting feature of this embedding is that at any time-
step, thecc program to be executed is a tell process. This embedding reveals a lot more
of the operational structure of the program than the usualcc semantics — informally it



represents a step semantics tocc programs obtained by stratifying the addition of con-
straints to the store. Note that the embedding is not fully abstract — two equivalentcc
programs may be embedded differently. For examplea; b will be embedded differently
from a; if a then b.

It is also possible to construct a partial converse to the above embedding. Consider
the monotone observations ofTimed cc— those sequencess where for all1 < i < jsj,
s(i) � s(i�1). Consider anyTimed cc process containing only such observations, we
will call it a monotone process if it also satisfies the following condition: Ifs � u and
s � u0 are inZ, andu0 � u, thenZ after (s � u0) � Z after (s � u). This is similar to the
second condition in the above subsection. Then, we have:

Lemma 2. Let Z be a monotoneTimed cc process. DefineZ 0 = fu 2 jDj j 9s 2

Z; s(jsj � 1) = u;8k > 09s0:(s � s0) 2 Z; js0j = k;8i < k:s0(i) = ug. ThenZ 0 is acc
process.

TheZ 0 in this lemma consists of all thoseu under whichZ reaches quiescence —
that is, unless there is some input from the environment,Z will not add anything to
the store. It can be alternatively defined asfu 2 jDj j 9s 2 jDj!; F in(s) � Z; u =F
i
s(i)g, whereFin(s) is the set of finite prefixes ofs.
LetA be acc program. LetZ = T [[E(A)]] be the process obtained by embedding it

in Timed cc. LetZ 0 be thecc process defined in Lemma 2. ThenZ 0 = [[A]].
Embedding Timed cc and Default cc in Timed Default cc. SinceDefault cc

is conservative overcc, Timed cc directly embeds inTimed Default cc. Also, since
a recursion-freeDefault cc program embeds in any one instant of theTimed Default
cc program, every recursion-freeDefault cc program can be understood as aTimed
Default cc program, embeddingDefault cc in Timed Default cc.

3.3 EmbeddingTimed Default cc in Hybrid cc

SinceTimed Default cc is a discrete language with no autonomous behavior, the con-
tinuous constraint system over whichHybrid cc is built is the one described in Exam-
ple 14.

In order to encode thehenceA of Timed Default cc, we need to know when the
next input comes in from the environment. Following the discrete time synchronous
languages such asEsterel , we attach to each discrete input a special tokentick .
Thustick is a discrete signal, and whenever any input comes in from the environment,
tick is always present. Now we can embedTimed Default cc in Hybrid cc. The only
non-trivial case ishence of Timed Default cc. The embedding ofhenceA becomes
hence iftick then E(A), whereE(A) is the embedding ofA. Thus at everytick
after the current one, a copy ofA is started. Since all agents to be executed later are in
the scope of aif tick then : : :, computation occurs only whentick occurs, otherwise
the system is dormant, which is exactly what we would expect for a reactive system.

As with the earlier embeddings, a partial converse can be described. Consider the
subsetDHObs of Hybrid cc observations built upon the constraint system of Exam-
ple 14, which have the property thattick is true in every point phase, and the pair of
constraints at any point in any interval phase are (true , true ). Each such observation



obviously corresponds to aTimed Default cc observation, so everyTimed Default cc
process can be embedded into aHybrid cc process. The following lemma states the
connection between these embeddings.

Lemma 3. Given aTimed Default cc programP , let its embedding inHybrid cc be
P’. Then the denotationP [[P ]] when embedded inDHObs is exactlyH[[P 0]]\DHObs.
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